FOCUS (from home) WEEK

Welcome to Focus From Home Week
This PDF schedule will serve as a portal to each student’s online Zoom presentation. Links to each student’s presentation are embedded in
each cell. To access the presentation you want to attend you will first need to have Zoom downloaded and installed. Once you’ve got Zoom
set-up and open simply click on the name of the student’s presentation you’d like to attend and you’re there!
A few things to keep in mind while participating to avoid disruption.
Q+A: To ask a question, please use the “raise hand” function in Zoom, you will then be called on.
Please join with your microphone muted and keep yourself muted until you are called upon to ask a question.
Unmute your mic when prompted and ask your question, mute your mic again after your question is asked.
Please keep questions brief as time is limited.
Students and Faculty:
If you need technical support please submit a help ticket to technology, helpticket@pnca.edu This is the fastest way to get help.
If you need anything else please reach out to Linda Kliewer / 503-890-8044, lkliewer@pnca.edu or Rory Homan / choman@pnca.edu.
FACULTY: PROPOSAL EVALUATION FORM CAN BE FOUND HERE.
Download Zoom here: https://zoom.us/download

MONDAY 5/4 PROPOSALS ORALS

YOU’LL DO GREAT!

10:30 AM

Braeden Sherrell

ILL

Iron & Ice is the story of an outcast’s journey through a frozen
wasteland, exploring themes of self worth, prayer, and identity.
HOHN, Lukacs, Hunt, Rogers Brown

11:15 AM

Sam Buttrick

Shane Ragland

PA

In search of a self-reflective painting: binaries, reflections, matrices,
and I.
TOMLINSON, Maldonado, Bradshaw, Hughes

ILL

A world where feelings embody characters that come to life via an
object-based collection & pop-up experience.

Armin Radford

What does it take to archive the self?

IM

McFarland, Pitkin, Ginsburg, Hughes

HUNT, Bradshaw, P McNamara, Rogers Brown

12 PM

LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM

Rose Cruz

Using portraiture to celebrate cultural heritage.

AA

DE FREECE, Hanley, Maldonado, Tomlinson

3 PM
Trinity Hsin-Tze Wang

AA

hot bots, thicc thots, nonexistent plot because it's just a 3D character portfolio now, sorry Mom
SMILEY, Damiano, Bekhurs, Bond

Private Proposals no links

Monday @ 1:30

Britt Fausel

ILL

Carbon Zero: A conceptual toyline about ecological sustainability,
escapism, heroics and most importantly, campy robots.
Rau, Lukacs, Bubnis , Rogers Brown

SC

Ryn McRae

Explorations in Alternative Living: Mosaics, Reclamed Materials and
Embellishing Spaces..and all in a big truck.
PATTON, Eckard, Wysong, Eckard

Tuesday @ 4:30

Alex White

ILL

A visual narrative depicting a Viking-esque heroine overcoming mental illness in unconventional ways.
P MCNAMARA, Rau, J McNamara, Rogers Brown

TUESDAY 5/5 PROPOSALS
9 AM

ILL

Olivia Marisol Sua

A deliciously decorated dinnerware collection. Symbols dance
9across
AM plates, bowls, teapots and mugs, like initials carved in a tree.

YOU’LL DO GREAT!
Jackson Mills Smith

A gift on Dalbert’s pillow, a flood on coyote road.

BUBNIS, Hunt, Wauklyn, Rogers Brown

9:45 AM

Julia Marshall

ILL

Comic compositions: a virtual band starring in a
series of comics based on five original songs.
J MCNAMARA, Hill, Lukacs, Rogers Brown

IM

BRADSHAW, Gander, Curtis, Tomlinson

Liz Taylor

SC

Exploring the manifestation of grief and physical
memory through crocheted textiles and ceramic
burnouts.

SCHENK, Curtis, Molnar, Hughes

Scott King

PH

Photosynthesis: A post-photographic exploration of noise.
WOLF, Christiansen, Boas, Tomlinson

10:30 AM
Zoe Geare

ILL

A pitch for a clothing brand featuring three iconic
demon babes who spark the courage it takes to wear
what makes you, you.

Evans, P McNamara, Bubnis, Rogers Brown

Jacob Silberger-Franek

AA

Exploring use of urban space through an animation of
a street wizard who does graffiti that comes alive.

Heit, Damiano, Slappe, Tomlinson

Sherrill Zheng

IM

What if a dog’s bite could become a rainbow? A
Chinese American attempts to heal what was lost in
translation.

Kliewer, Boas, Molnar, Hughes

11:15 AM
Sara McCandless

ILL

A museum exhibition catalog of trash objects
from the residents in a strange mountain town.
P MCNAMARA, McGehee, Wauklyn, Rogers Brown

IM

Marina Dwor-Frecaut

Parasitic Princess: An Activity Book For Adults
Evans, Mash, Lukacs, Barnes, Tomlinson

Lyla Hammar

AA

ADHD is my disability, and my superpower.
A short film about my experience.
ZORNADO, Heit, Rau , Hughes

12:15 - 1 PM LUNCH BREAK / EVENTS

Pigment Extraction Party!

Learn how to extract raw pigment from dyestuff, that can be used to make plastic free
paints and inks. with Robyn Apley

1:30 PM
Faith Capalia

ILL

What do you do when you’re afraid of everything?
A picture book about ghosts, ghouls, and living with
fear.

HOHN, J McNamara, Wauklyn, Rogers Brown

2:15 PM
Stevie Biga

!!documenting my fleeting existence!!

PA

TOMLINSON, Bradshaw, Walker, Maldonado, Tomlinson

3 PM

Carly Ryan

ILL

The Americas; ecological collapse in five
regions

DEFREECE, Flint, Molnar, Rogers Brown

3:45 PM

Kim Elwood

PA

Healing body and mind, connection through
nature.
Wysong, Molnar, Walker, Tomlinson

Casey Hamell

Come for the comics, stay for the
vulnerability.

AA

Hanley, Kliewer, Eisenberg, Tomlinson

Caelum Gay

PH

A video documentary with supporting photos that explores Portland blues music (past & present) to open
dialogue about race.

KLIEWER, Christiansen, Towne, Hughes

Ryan Betts

SC

Testimony from a cult based boarding
school.

SCHENK, Curtis, McNulty, Tomlinson

Leann Bigelow

Madonna and Whores: Cruetly-Free
Faux-Family
Meyers, Rau, Zoronado, Hughes

AA

Haley Howell

PA

Objects are time-based and vulnerable.
Bradshaw, Towne, Ancliffe, Hughes

Oskar Radon-Kimball

GD

A publication revolving fashion and technology.
LEWIS, Berahimi, Bernstien, Rogers Brown

Vũ Tiến Thành

PH

Tôi là người Việt Nam, tôi đã nói, lần thứ 1001
rồi, nhất quyết sẽ không đồng hoá được tôi đâu!
Towne, Copeland, Kitai, Hughes

Xan Drake

ILL

A video game about queer robots, their humanity and interstellar decolonization.
J McNamara, Lukacs, Hill, Rogers Brown

WEDNESDAY 5/6 ORALS

YOU’LL DO GREAT!

9 AM

ILL

Cas Marotta

A graphic novella about love, transition and what to do when your
best friend turns into the sun.

Sobe Silva

A circus artist is grounded.

HILL, Rau, Nouwen, French

SC

ECKARD, Curtis, Doughton, Eckard

10 AM
James Hesse

WR

What lurks in the dark corners of America's idyllic suburbs? A horror
novel that explores class, culture and humanity.
DRAKE, Bradshaw, Rogers, Bradshaw

PR

Robyn Apley

Famed queer artist sets out to save the Wild Mustangs; and saves
themselves along the way.
KLIEWER, Doughton, Harris, Ancliffe

11 AM
PH

Ryan Cade

The pain of remembering and the struggle for healing; an exploration
of the effects of trauma.
JOHNSTON, Schenk, Wolf, Christiansen

IM

Jordy Brown

Transcendent imaginative thought actualized as 3d objects in physical space. imagination is reality. explore yourself.
GANDER, DeFreece, Eckard, Ginsburg

12 PM

LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM
London Rilatos

PH

A photo book used as an object to mend a negative relationship
with my grandfather as a way to heal and reconnect with family.
WECHSLER, Siestreem, Slappe, Christiansen

Neville Radon-Kimball

speaker casts, poetry, sound pieces

IM

FRANKLIN, Bradshaw, Nehil, Ginsburg

2:30 PM
Johanna Oppeck

IM

Urban Alchemy: A social practice project that turns shit into gold
and pleads to Portland’s conscience.
WYSONG, Doughton, Molnar, Ginsburg

AA

Emmi Stonier

Freshman Forty: An animated reflection on feeling lost, my college
weight gain, and being deemed an essential retail worker.
BOND, Johnston, Heit, Bond

3:30 PM
Cristal Tappan

PH

Investigating the individual identity of my mother by removing her
status as mother and wife.
MEADOWS, Wolf, Curtis, Christiansen

Siobhan Viles

PR

Judith Butler but like not a fake lesbian and as Steve O but like if
Steve O transitioned but still hosted Jack Ass
ECKARD, Lieberman, Slappe, Ancliffe
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THURSDAY 5/7 ORALS

YOU’LL DO GREAT!

9 AM

Kia Takamori-Tihada

PH

A cultural (Hawaiian) connection to the Pacific Ocean and how it has
changed over time in my memories and physically.
WOLF, Molnar, Imatani, Fernandez, Christiansen

AA

Emily Portinga

arbie_123 is tired of feeling FOMO. She makes her first post and
joins an app in hopes of a connection.
DAMIANO, Heit, Boas, Bond

10 AM
Kathryn York

A comic of reconnecting and a magic cape made of stars

ILL

HILL, Wauklyn, Rau, French

IM

Mikai Arion Lewis

Mustard Greens is a cinematic short story about Black survival,
Black family, Black dreams and Black love.
TOWNE, McFarland, Johnston, Ginsburg

11 AM
ILL

Blake Tupman

A line of jumpsuits with illustrated patterns that function as a tool to
share your emotional journey with others.
EVANS, Bernstein, P McNamara, French

Andromyda Wagenman

The poetic landscape - painting and sculpture installation.

PA

WALKER, Tomlinson, Sparks, Walker

12:15 - 1 PM

LUNCH BREAK
1:30 PM
Mei Mei Leonard

AA

An animated short film about growing up and the stress of early
adulthood
VUE, Heit, DeFreece, Bond

Bryan Vaughan Duke

GFA/ILL

Showcasing several 3D models that support a cyberpunk themed
videogame concept I’ve created called, ”Consequence: Galvani.”
LUKACS, French, Bekuhrs, Curtis

2:30 PM
Paola De La Cruz

Greñua is a collection of short stories and poems from a
Black Latona growing up in the US.

ILL

ROGERS BROWN, Hunt, Towne, French

Frankie Button

IM

a toy-machine! A conversation with the past, present and virtual; a
means to process childhood trauma.
ECKARD, Boas, Kliewer, Ginsburg

3:30 PM
Lauren Platzker

GD

Stories of 6 friends, all with their own internal struggles, coming
together to form a loving support group to heal and grow.
BERAHIMI, Wick, Rau, Rogers Brown

Nawryn Emerson

🖤 Kiss Me Thru The Screen 🖤

IM

Hello Kitty is a prophet and Paris Hilton can be God.
BOAS, Bradshaw, Eckard, Ginsburg
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FRIDAY 5/8 ORALS

YOU’LL DO GREAT!

9 AM

GD

Mallary Wilson

Variance is a compilation of six lyric videos created with original
music about how we grieve the process of change.
ROGERS BROWN, Lewis, Papaleo, Rogers Brown

AA

Delta Vasquez

Delight: Using comics and narrative to explore the intersectional
experience of growing up and needing love.
HILL, Eisenberg, Damiano, Bond

10 AM
Jessica Mitchell

PH

Why must there be so much fear in our day to day lives and how
come it has so much power over us?
WOLF, Schoolmaster, Nehil, Christiansen

IM

Alex Vicari

"Something for Yourself", a poetic film of nuance, contradictions,
neurotic behavior and desprate attempts to find hope and solace.
SLAPPE, Boas, Kliewer, Ginsburg

11 AM
ILL

Tali Munning

A visdev guide to the world of Mysterra, following the Mushroom
Witch on their journey of magic and self-discovery.
HUNT, Vue, Lukacs, French

Kathryn Moseley

AA

Pre-production for ELI / ZABETH: a short animated film about a
preteen struggling to come to terms with their gender identity.
ZORNADO, Heit, McNulty, Bond

12:15 - 1 PM LUNCH BREAK / EVENTS

The Alumni Student Connection

A forum for students to meet Alumni Council members to hear about what we do and
how students might be in- volved or supported after they graduate.
with Alumni Relations

1:30 PM
GD

Austin Meros

Visually interpreting and describing the different factors that alter
how we perceive the passage of time.
CHATHAS, Slappe, Volker, Rogers Brown

IM

Talley Kitzman

"I Remember a House" explores my relationship to past houses
through an animated film.
HEIT, Bond, Boas, Ginsburg

2:30 PM
Danielle DeMuro

PA

Portrait paintings that explore the everyday individual's experience
with consumer plastics and the natural environment.
DEFREECE, Ross, Hanley, Walker

Alejandra Arias Sevilla

IM

Playing with animated letterpress and print media to look at the
breath and depth of gender neutral Spanish.
MALDONADO, Salinas-Tolosa, Ancliffe, Ginsburg

3:30 PM
Maxwell Vaughan

AA

A Stop Motion Animated Short documenting a graduated college
student’s journey in desperation.
DRILLING, Bond, Slappe, Bond

Sam Collins

Good artists borrow, great artists stool

SC

PATTON, Curtis, McGehee, Eckard
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